Single DNA molecule stretching in sudden mixed shear and elongational microflows.
High-throughput stretching and monitoring of single DNA molecules in continuous elongational flow offers compelling advantages for biotechnology applications such as DNA mapping. However, the polymer dynamics in common microfluidic implementations are typically complicated by shear interactions. These effects were investigated by observation of fluorescently labeled 185 kb bacterial artificial chromosomes in sudden mixed shear and elongational microflows generated in funneled microfluidic channels. The extension of individual free DNA molecules was studied as a function of accumulated fluid strain and strain rate. Under constant or gradually changing strain rate conditions, stretching by the sudden elongational component proceeded as previously described for an ideal elongational flow (T. T. Perkins, D. E. Smith and S. Chu, Science, 1997, 276, 2016): first, increased accumulated fluid strain and increased strain rate produced higher stretching efficiencies, despite the complications of shear interactions; and second, the results were consistent with unstretched molecules predominantly in hairpin conformations. More abrupt strain rate profiles did not deliver a uniform population of highly extended molecules, highlighting the importance of balance between shear and elongational components in the microfluidic environment for DNA stretching applications. DNA sizing with up to 10% resolution was demonstrated. Overall, the device delivered 1000 stretched DNA molecules per minute in a method compatible with diffraction-limited optical sequence motif mapping and without requiring laborious chemical modifications of the DNA or the chip surface. Thus, the method is especially well suited for genetic characterization of DNA mixtures such as in pathogen fingerprinting amidst high levels of background DNA.